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Strategic Level 

BSR – 403 Business Strategy & Risk Management 

Instructions to Candidates 

1. Time Allowed :  Reading – 15 minutes 

   Writing - Three (3) hours 

2. Total  : 100 Marks 

 

3. This paper consists of three Parts.  

Part-1  :   Question no. 01   (Compulsory)  

Part- II :  Question no. 02 – 04   (Select any 02 questions) 

Part- III:  Question no. 05 – 06 

 

4. Answer only five (05) questions including Question No. 01 

5. The answers should be in English language. 

6. Begin each answer on a separate page in the answer booklet. 
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PART – I 
Compulsory 

 

QUESTION NO. 01   

 

 

During the 1990s hair dressing salons  experienced  growing prospects and became a popular  

vocation  for school leavers,  largely among female segments. With the growth of TV and a host 

of other socio- cultural developments and forces, increasingly, young and middle - aged females 

were getting attracted towards visiting hair dressers. 

Thehara after her A/Ls  who studied beauty culture with a renowned beautician and with a post 

graduate diploma from Switzerland, she started her salon exclusively for females  in a prime  

location in Nugegoda in 2004   at the young age of twenty four.  Within a short time span the 

salon acquired a reputation as a high quality beauty parlor and in 2006 commenced a separate  

section  that also  undertook  an all inclusive  premier  wedding dress designing and provision of  

outfits for an entire event. This section of the ‘Thehara Beauty Parlor’ (TBF)  was conceptualized 

and  managed by a highly paid  dress designer Romain  with overseas experience as Thehara’s  

specialty  is considered more in the field of  hair dressing/styling. Creation of this expansion of 

TBF  that  occurred in  2006   became a highly synergistic from a marketing perspective with 

mutual advantages. Romain enjoys a very attractive salary as well as a percentage of the sales 

from this section of TBF even though the financial results are reported together. Some of 

Thehara’s  staff assist Romain whenever they are free from their substantive duties, as wedding 

dressing section also needs hairdressing services that is offered as a package and particularly  

there is immense work pressure that usually peak on auspicious days .  Thehara married  an 

engineer  Ramal  in 2010  who took no part what so ever in the running of the salon.  Supported   

by her  father during her formative years of the business, she  had little idea of the financial 

factors relating to the business. In 2017, Thehara was informed of the expiration of the lease of 

her business premises that came as a  rude shock as she was required to pay a large amount as a 

monthly  lease rental to continue at the same location.  As  her father has passed away  she 

required the assistance of her husband to take stock of the state of affairs of her business. Until 

that time she was assisted by an accountant her father had introduced who was  in charge of 

advising her on financial and accounting matters and was also a signatory to the bank accounts 

of the business.  By 2017 Thehara had become a very popular personality in the business of   

female hair dressing as her father’s contacts with affluent media houses had afforded her much 

needed publicity in conducting numerous TV programs on this subject. 
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Ramal is an outgoing personality with a network of influential friends in the field of business 

consulting. He invited two of his friends whose expertise were   marketing and finance 

respectively together with a well known industry expert  in the field of beauty care,   and the 

team along with Ramal embarked on a strategic analysis of the current situation of TBF. The 

initial financial appraisal revealed that the business had been  operating below the break - even 

point  and had also been accumulating debt and an overdraft supported by  guarantees of  

Thehara’s  father and some secured on valuable real estate of the family. Nevertheless, Thehara 

is endowed with satisfied, well-paid   hairdressers , very favorable customer feedbacks and a 

network of a loyal customer base. 

The task force established by Ramal to chart a future course of action, after several meetings 

and analyses came up with the following information, findings and recommendations: 

-The business is at an advanced stage with nearly fifteen years of proven experience and 

therefore will have to envision to  be a leading force to reckon in this growing industry. 

-As hairdressing is in an industry that is rapidly undergoing change also accelerated by 

technological advances it is essential that an action plan is drawn to exploit the current heights 

of popularity of Thehara’s  brand image as a superior personality in the industry. 

-Thehara has made her business philosophy very clear when she emphatically mentioned that 

her interest in this industry in developing a quality beauty care culture for segments that could 

afford such luxury. 

-Despite  being a  popular profession and  relatively high remuneration packages,  TBF has 

constant difficulties in personnel management because it is not easy to find trained cutters and 

stylists of right quality and attitudes who can serve  affluent customer segments. A further 

peculiarity of this business is that once a staff member gets accustomed to a particular staff 

member in the event that hairdresser moves to a rival establishment such an event can result in 

customer defection.  

- TBF amongst its customer profile has some powerful foreign clientele with business 

connections , and has been offered the  sole agency rights of a popular, reasonably priced  range 

of  hair care products   currently  traded by  a number of traders  in Pettah that are  being  hand 

carried from Singapore. This area being the hub of wholesale trade most small scale salons shop 

for such products in Pettah. However, the manufacturer of this product range is keen to offer the 

sole agency rights of this product to TBF at an attractive price, provided TBF can popularize and 

distribute the range island wide. Despite requiring a large investment the sales and profit 

forecasts  appear to be very attractive, 
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-There are several ways in  which  the relatively small businesses  in this industry such as TBF  

could be developed into a much  more substantial scale and can be one that could create 

substantial  shareholder value. The recommendations by the task force in this connection are : 

 

a)To  open an island wide chain of hairdressing salons in major towns of the country. 

 There are already   ladies  hairdressing  salons widely distributed in our country with the 

owner working in the salon and employing one or two people at the most. The standards of the 

service and skill  offered  vary  widely and prices are dictated mostly by the location of the salon 

and standards of the shop fittings, than by the skills of the cutters and stylists. 

 

b) To launch a range of hair care products 

Going hand in hand with the growth of hair dressing and styling are a variety of hair care 

products and chemicals that include shampoo, conditioners, dyes etc. There are many stores 

that  import such products. As a country with modest disposable income, price consciousness is 

one of the major buying influencers apart from a few upscale beauty parlors such as TBF that 

will always opt for quality over price. The chemistry of hair products is not difficult to master 

and it is a somewhat straight forward formula, raw materials are easy to obtain and a simple 

production process. 

 

c) To commence a private educational establishment awarding  diplomas  that specialize in hair 

dressing and beauty culture,  with the affiliation of a prestigious educational  establishment. 

Thehara’s  educational, professional expertise and proven experience as a quality service 

provider in this field  has been well recognized in successfully  attracting  interest  from a 

Norwegian Finishing school that has expressed their interest for a strategic alliance. Despite the 

costs of such a course being extremely expensive, this  finishing school is world famous  and the 

prospective  diploma holders  can command worldwide recognition.  
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You are required to: 

As a consultant in strategic management, assist and advise the TBF task force as follows: 

1.1  

a) Apply Ansoff’s Growth Matrix to identify, position and  briefly explain  the growth 

initiative of   commencing of Romain’s  ‘wedding dressing’ section of TBF 

              (04 marks) 

b) Romain has expressed some concern about her status within the TBF corporate 

structure and has expressed views that she prefers her section to be an SBU. Explain 

the advantages and drawbacks if any, of this proposal.                                 (06 marks) 

 

1.2 Briefly discuss, the advantages and disadvantages of  any two   of the three growth 

alternatives   suggested by the task force.                                                          (08 marks) 

 

1.3  In the event a decision has been made to pursue the first option,  namely  “to open an 

island wide chain of hair dressing salons in major towns of the country” 

 

a) Critically assess    the ‘method of growth’ between ‘organic growth’ versus 

‘strategic alliances’,  from the perspective of TBF.                                           (04 marks)     

   

b) Assuming that it has been decided to pursue the route of establishing strategic 

alliances, recommend your proposed method (or the  form)  of  alliance  and  

discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the method or the form of alliance  that 

you propose.                                         (10 marks)      

 

  

1.4  Assuming that in the event the owners alternatively decide to pursue the third  option 

of establishing a ‘ private educational establishment’ as discussed in  the case study, 

recommend and justify a  suitable business  level strategic option. 

                                                                                                                                              (08 marks)      

 

 [Total 40 Marks]         
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PART - II 

Answer any two (02) questions 

 
 

QUESTION NO. 02 

 

A. Super Sales Ltd is a large trading organization with several branches spread throughout 

the country. Each branch operates as a profit centre, and monthly management accounts 

being prepared for evaluating their performance. The Finance, HR and IT are the three  

support functions centrally providing relevant services  that assist the branches in a variety of 

ways. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Prestigious   Supermarket Ltd  is a large departmental  store located in a premier site in the 

city of Colombo. The store is a novel concept that provides  all kinds of household 

requirements and is an expanded version of a supermarket consisting of  ten different  

departments selling such diverse items as shoes, fabrics ,childrens toys, garments  etc. The 

store is positioned as a ‘one stop shop’ for  the  less price conscious up-market segments. The 

store was modeled on a popular shopping concept in Singapore and the site belongs to the 

Government which has constructed this modern luxurious building and rented on the basis 

of competitive tenders. The  successful  store operator is charged on the  basis of  a very high 

rental based on the in house store space and the outside  car parking facility  is offered free of 

charge. 

 

Each different department within the departmental store is run by a departmental manager 

who in turn reports to the store manager, who is responsible for the overall operations. The 

management reporting system includes the preparation of monthly profit and loss account 

and  a departmental balance sheet and all other relevant financial information.  

 

 

 

 

You are required to: 

2.1 State two arguments each  in support and against  charging the costs of these support  

 functions, in preparing the branch performance.                           (06 marks) 
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QUESTION NO. 03 

A.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Assume that you are working in a company named  XYZ and  having incurred 

considerable investment in the company , the managing director is particularly 

concerned of possible new entrants to the company’s industry that will increase the 

competitiveness of the industry and thereby reduce the potential profitability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are required to: 

 

3.2 Explain briefly  any  three sources of entry barriers that will safeguard an industry’s  

       profit potential.                                                                                                                        (07 Marks) 

  

                 [Total 15 Marks]         

 

 

You are required to: 

 

2.2 Propose and describe three important financial indicators ( apart from  departmental 

return on  departmental assets)  to evaluate and control departmental performance, 

indicating usefulness of each of those  in evaluating performance.               (05 Marks)          

                                                                                                                                                     

      2.3 Propose and describe three non-financial indicators, indicating their usefulness in  

   evaluating strategic performance                                                                                    (04 Marks)           

   

                                                                                                                             [Total 15 Marks]         

          

                  

 

You are required to: 

 

3.1. Explain the concept of the Porter’s ‘value chain’ supported by a diagrammatic 

presentation  and  briefly discuss  its usefulness in strategy formulation 

                                                                                                               (08 Marks) 
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QUESTION NO. 04 

 

A.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Ramesh, a qualified Accountant, assumed duties as the chief financial officer(CFO)   of  

the finance department  of  Yahampath  Sales  Company Plc (YSC),  a newly formed  large  

scale  distribution organization with a fleet of specialized vehicles for the three different 

types of products being distributed, namely ice cream, detergents and milk based 

products. The efficient and effective product focused management is considered critical 

to the success of the company and these divisions have their unique quality  

management  requirements. Accordingly, the company has employed three senior 

product managers who will be reporting to the COO (Chief Operating Officer),an 

engineer with extensive overseas product and  fleet   management experience, having 

worked at similar operating  environments. The other CXO level is the Chief Information 

Officer (CIO) as the company has a sophisticated computer and information systems to 

assist and control the operations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are required to: 

4.2   Propose and draw a sketch of the company’s organization structure and briefly discuss 

the advantages as well as any possible  disadvantages or drawbacks  of the proposed 

structure, if any.                                                                              (08 Marks) 

  

 You are required to: 

 

4.3 Explain the meaning and  briefly  discuss  two advantages  of  ‘Organizational Policies’  

 that are widely considered very useful in the process of implementing strategy.     

                                                                                                                                              (04 Marks) 

                                                                                                    [Total 15 Marks]         

 

You are required to: 

 

4.1 Briefly  explain the role of an organization structure in strategy implementation.  

                                                                                                                                              (03 Marks) 
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PART - III 

Answer all questions 

 

 

QUESTION NO. 05 

 

HUH is a large company in an unregulated sector of the telecommunications industry. It has 

ambitious plans for sales growth and increased profitability. In support of these goals, senior 

management has established a flat management structure. Budget targets place employees 

under considerable pressure but success in achieving and surpassing sales and profitability 

targets is rewarded by bonuses and share options. Employees who do not achieve their targets 

do not remain with the company for long.  

Performance targets exist for expanding HUH’s customer base, sales value and profitability per 

customer, and geographic and product-based expansion. HUH zealously pursues cost reduction 

with continual efforts to drive down suppliers’ prices. The company aims to eliminate any 

wasteful practices in management and administration. HUH considers any expenditure that 

does not lead directly to sales growth to be wasteful and the company minimises its corporate 

policies and procedures. As a result, HUH has tended to overlook unscrupulous practices in its 

employees’ dealings with customers, competitors and suppliers in the pursuit of its goals. The 

company is unlisted and reports its profits to shareholders once per year  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are required to: 

 

5.1. Identify the major types of risk facing HUH that arise from its style of management. Give 

reasons to support your answer.                                                                                    (08 Marks) 

 

5.2. Explain the significance of the control environment in HUH.        (07 Marks) 

 

                                                                                       [Total 15 Marks]                 
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QUESTION NO. 06 

 

Rofel Co. has been supplying and fitting premium bathrooms and kitchens in hotel chains 

throughout its country for the past 20 years. The company started as a small family concern, but 

because of the rapid growth it experienced and an associated need for additional capital, it was 

recently listed on the national stock exchange by an initial public offering. 

To remain fully compliant with the corporate governance code of the country in which Rofel 

operates, the board established audit, remuneration and nomination committees which were 

solely populated by independent non-executive directors. However, it did not consider it 

necessary to create a separate risk committee because the board believed that the terms of 

reference of the audit committee included all aspects of risk management policy. This 

explanation was formally submitted to the shareholders at its first general meeting, who agreed 

with the board’s proposal. 

As part of its expansion strategy, the board of Rofel Co. decided it needed to enter overseas 

markets, and in particular the developing country of Veeland. The reason that Veeland was 

selected as a suitable market was because it had experienced rapid economic growth and 

domestic prosperity following the discovery of rich, offshore mineral deposits. Unfortunately, 

this small island nation has never enjoyed stable democratic government and is notorious for 

corrupt business practices, with customs officials regularly demanding bribes from both 

importers and exporters. As a result, Veeland has a poor international credit rating. In order to 

attract both domestic and foreign inward investment, the government of Veeland operates with 

very low levels of indirect tax, which has stimulated the island’s tourist industry and led in turn 

to a significant increase in hotel building. 

Following a successful tendering exercise, Rofel Co. was awarded the contract to supply all of 

the bathroom equipment for a 200-room hotel, currently under construction in a remote area of 

the Veeland. The total value of the supply contract amounted to 200,000,000/- in the Veeland 

currency, and it was to be paid in three equal instalments as the bathrooms were delivered to 

the hotel. The contract assigns responsibility for shipping the goods within 6000 km solely by 

Rofel Co., and no payment will be made until an agreed volume of goods clears Veeland customs. 

A further problem is that the Veeland currency is quite volatile, but recently it has been 

strengthening against the currency of the country which Rofel operates. As all contract 

payments are to be made in Veeland currency, Rofel Co. is exposed to foreign exchange risks. 

The many contract-related issues amount to significant risks to Rofel Co. requiring effective 

management if the supply contract is to be a success and contribute to the company’s ambitious 

growth targets. 
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-End of the Question Paper- 

You are required to: 

 

6.1. Explain the term risk appetite, and assess how the risk appetite of Rofel Co. has 

influenced both its corporate strategy and the risks it has chosen to bear.      (08 Marks) 

6.2. Identify strategic and operational risks that could arise from the Veeland supply 

contract and suggest strategies on how Rofel Co. could effectively control them.  

(07 Marks) 

 

                                                                                       [Total 15 Marks]                 

                  

 


